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The Spirit of Stone: 37 Practical &
Creative Stonescaping Ideas for Your
Garden
• A practical, easy-to-understand guide to adding
both still (ponds) and moving (waterfalls and streams)
water features to any garden. • Includes complete,
easy-to-follow instructions on designing, establishing,
and caring for a variety of eye-pleasing water
projects. • More than 220 vivid photographs and
illustrations, plus detailed instructions, make this
guide a must-have for garden enthusiasts looking to
plan and build a water feature. • Expert advice on
selecting the right fish and plants for embellishing any
backyard aquatic paradise. • Solution-based format
will inspire you to confidently create water havens in
your own yard.

Waterfalls, Fountains, Pools & Streams
Garden Myths examines over 120 horticultural urban
legends. Turning wisdom on its head, Robert Pavlis
dives deep into traditional garden advice and debunks
the myths and misconceptions that abound. He asks
critical questions and uses science-based information
to understand plants and their environment. Armed
with the truth, Robert then turns this knowledge into
easy-to-follow advice. - Is fall the best time to clean
the garden? - Do bloom boosters work?- Will citronella
plants reduce mosquitoes in the garden?- Do pine
needles acidify soil?- Should tomatoes be suckered?Should trees be staked at planting time? - Can burlap
keep your trees warm in winter?- Will a pebble tray
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increase humidity for houseplants? "Garden Myths is
a must-read for anyone who wants to use
environmentally sound practices. This fascinating and
informative book will help you understand plants
better, reduce unnecessary work, convince you to buy
fewer products and help you enjoy gardening more."

Backyard Water Gardens
My aim in this book is to give essential advice on all
the main aspects of freshwater garden fish ponds. I
have tried to include some of the science of ponds
while keeping the information easy to understand.
Each chapter begins with an outline of the main
points of the topic. Each point is then expanded on.
My experience with ponds has mainly been in the
warm temperate climate in Perth, Western Australia.
The principles for fish ponds are similar worldwide but
warm temperate climates like that of Perth intensify
some of the problems in ponds. This book will
therefore be particularly useful to pond owners in
sunny climates. The book begins with pond design,
starting with the position of the pond in the garden. I
discuss the consequences of different pond sizes and
depths, and of natural and artificial ponds. I talk about
the advantages of a dual pond system. I give
guidelines for these and for self-cleaning ponds. I also
say why I recommend designing the pond with a
sump, overflow, leaf skimmer, and automatic top-up
valve. Lastly, I give my colour preference for the pond
bottom and sides. Next, I advise on pond
construction. Ponds can be built with concrete, bricks,
rigid polyethylene, fibreglass or liners. I write about
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my experiences with ponds made from each of these
materials and also my preferences for pipework
materials. In the following chapter, I recommend
various pumps, filters (including ultraviolet clarifiers),
water features, underwater lights and copper ionizers.
Choosing the right equipment will give you the right
effect for the lowest cost and for the least effort. The
chapter on fish gives information on types of fish,
especially goldfish and koi. I advise on when a new
pond is ready for fish and on the number of fish a
pond can support. I give information on the handling,
transporting, and feeding of fish, and on diseases and
predators. The next chapter delivers general
information on water plants, why you should have
them and their role in the ecology of the pond. Plants
provide shade, oxygen, food, habitat and cover from
predators. They filter toxins and excessive nutrients
from the water. I give advice on keeping plants,
including information on fertilizer and pests. Finally, I
give recommendations for pond maintenance
including a routine. My advice is directed at pumps,
filters, pond cleanliness, exchanging water and
maintaining the pH and hardness. The maintenance is
largely directed at algae control. I discuss the various
forms of nuisance algae and control methods for
microalgae, blanket weed, and slime algae. Other
advice includes information on water testing and
water treatments. Maintaining good water quality is
fundamental to the success of any fish pond. "Good"
water quality means the water's suitability for its
proposed purpose. Water quality is affected by every
aspect of a pond, from its design and construction to
its pumps, filters and maintenance. Each chapter of
this book tells how each aspect of the pond affects
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the water. Every fish pond is different. The solutions
to one pond's problems may be very different to
another pond's.

An Interpet Guide to Garden Ponds
In this colorful Garden Ponds Made Easy title, authors
Dennis Kelsey-Wood and Tom Barthell have provided
an essential guide for first-time pond enthusiasts. The
authors outline all of the considerations for starting
out with a new pond, including determining the site,
style, size of the pond, and deciding on the
construction of the pond (whether preformed,
concrete, or fiberglass). Garden Ponds offers a
chapter on water which discusses water chemistry
factors, volume of the pond, and pond surface. Other
important factors involve the aeration, filtration,
drainage, and maintenance of a clean (algae-free)
pond. Special features, including waterfalls, fountains,
and watercourses, electricity, and landscaping are
addressed in detail, all accompanied by color
photographs and drawings. A chapter on pond
construction details every step of the project from
creating a blueprint to securing the foundation. The
infinite choices involved with stocking the pond with
fish and plants can be overwhelming for the first-time
pond owner, and the authors give excellent advice
about making smart choices for a harmonious,
beautiful garden pond. A special chapter on seasonal
pond care gives the pond keeper recommendations
for maintaining the pond all year long. Resources and
glossary included.
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Water Features
Natural stone is the new garden fashion statement.
Stone paths, walls, steps, dry streams (and more) are
low maintenance and enhance a homeowner s
property like no other landscape feature."

The Garden DIY Expert
Learn how to transform an ordinary backyard garden
into a true showpiece. Originally published in 1924,
Peter Bisset shares with readers timeless advice and
tips for creating a variety of water gardens. After
experiencing one, it’s easy to see why these gardens
hold such appeal; these splashing fountains and
ponds make hot days seem cooler, and they also
attract birds and butterflies to your backyard. Even
tiny tabletop fountains offer soothing sounds to drown
out a busy street or a noisy neighbor. The Water
Gardening Idea Book gives in full detail all the
practical information necessary for the selection,
grouping, and successful cultivation of aquatic and
other plants required in the making of a water garden
and its surroundings. It’s perfect for both amateurs
and those with green thumbs looking to take their
gardens to the next level. Readers will enjoy projects
of varying difficulty, starting with simple container
gardens to the large estate or park fountains and
ponds. Whether you’re interested in creating a casual
pond or a formal fountain, with The Water Gardening
Idea Book you’ll be able to create them with
confidence.
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The Wildlife Pond Book
Create an explosion of color in the garden that will
evolve month by month to bring interest and
excitement throughout the year There's no quicker
way to add a splash of color to the garden than to
plant annuals and biennials that can be moved
around throughout the year to suit the overall scheme
as it evolves. This guide explains how to add
perennials, bulbs, and small shrubs to these
traditional bedding plants, which will bring the garden
bursting into life, and fill any gaps with stunning
flowers. As well as offering design tips for color,
texture, scent, and form, it provides ideas for
container schemes, explains how to plant up pots and
beds and how to propagate new plants from old, and
offers a directory of recommended plants.

Guide to Garden Ponds for Beginners:
Pond, Fountain and Waterfall Projects
You Can DIY
An attractive, low-maintenance water feature makes
any yard more inviting. In this collection of DIY ponds,
fountains and waterfalls, there's something for
everyone. Check out these beautiful projects in this
book, along with the complete how-to instructions,
and select the one that's going in your yard. In this
book, you'll discover: - Peaceful Pond and Deck - OneDay Mini Pond and Fountain - Low-Maintenance
Backyard Pond And more!!!

Garden Myths
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An attractive, low-maintenance water feature makes
any yard more inviting. In this collection of DIY ponds,
fountains and waterfalls, there's something for
everyone. Check out these beautiful projects in this
book, along with the complete how-to instructions,
and select the one that's going in your yard. In this
book, you'll discover: * Peaceful Pond and Deck * OneDay Mini Pond and Fountain * Low-Maintenance
Backyard Pond And more!!!

Ortho's All about Building Waterfalls,
Pools, and Streams
Lavishly illustrated with inspirational full-color
photographs, a detailed manual presents a wide array
of ponds, streams, pools, stairs, fountains, urns, and
other water features for the outdoor landscape, along
with practical tips on design, placement, siting,
installation, construction, and maintenance. Original.
25,000 first printing.

Herb Gardening For Dummies
A great book for first-time pond keepers to learn from
and grow with from an author who is especially in
tune with what pond keepers want and need to know.
It's written to make all aspects of pond-keeping
simple and enjoyable, from deciding on a pond to
building it, stocking it, planting it and maintaining it.
Nearly 150 full-color photos help take pond
enthusiasts through all stages of consideration and
completion. The "Simple Guide" format features lots
of photos, tips, sidebars checklists and charts to make
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finding and using information simple. Extensive
resources and a detailed index for further ease of use.

Garden Ponds
Build a natural pond for wildlife, beauty, and quiet
contemplation Typical backyard ponds are a
complicated mess of pipes, pumps, filters, and nasty
chemicals designed to adjust pH and keep algae at
bay. Hardly the bucolic, natural ecosystem beloved by
dragonflies, frogs, and songbirds. The antidote is a
natural pond, free of hassle, cost, and complexity and
designed as a fully functional ecosystem, ideal for
biodiversity, swimming, irrigation, and quiet
contemplation. Building Natural Ponds is the first stepby-step guide to designing and building natural ponds
that use no pumps, filters, chemicals, or electricity
and mimic native ponds in both aesthetics and
functionality. Highly illustrated with how-to drawings
and photographs, coverage includes: Understanding
pond ecosystems and natural algae control Planning,
design, siting, and pond aesthetics Step-by-step
guidance for construction, plants and fish, and
maintenance and trouble shooting Scaling up to large
ponds, pools, bogs, and rain gardens. Whether you're
a backyard gardener looking to add a small serene
natural water feature or a homesteader with visions of
a large pond for fish, swimming, and irrigation,
Building Natural Ponds is the complete guide to
building ponds in tune with nature, where plants,
insects, and amphibians thrive in blissful serenity.
Robert Pavlis , a Master Gardener with over 40 years
of gardening experience, is owner and developer of
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Aspen Grove Gardens, a six-acre botanical garden
featuring over 2,500 varieties of plants. A wellrespected speaker and teacher, Robert has published
articles in Mother Earth News , Ontario Gardening
magazine, the widely read blog GardenMyths.com,
which explodes common gardening myths and
gardening information site GardenFundamentals.com.

Backyard Ponds for Beginners
The Pond Manual
It's never been easier for gardeners to add the spark
and serenity of water to their own landscapes. Garden
centers and flower shows provide both the tools and
inspiration, and this book will give readers the knowhow. Includes 16 projects, from simple to more
advanced: a classic wall-mounted fountain spout,
cascades, garden ponds, witty water sculptures, and
more. Full-color photos & illustrations.

How to Garden Ponds for Beginners
This easy-to-read, easy-to-understand book shows
readers how to build ponds and waterfalls. Jeffrey
Reid proves that knowing the correct steps and using
the right product for the job practically guarantees
success.

The Water Gardening Idea Book
A guide to growing beautiful gardens in drought-prone
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areas utilizing minimal water for maximum results.
With climate change, water rationing, and drought on
the rise, water conservation is more important than
ever—but that doesn’t mean your gardening options
are limited to cacti and rocks. The Water-Saving
Garden provides gardeners and homeowners with a
diverse array of techniques and plentiful inspiration
for creating sustainable gardens that are so beautiful
and inviting, it’s hard to believe they are water-thrifty.
Including a directory of 100 plants appropriate for a
variety of drought-prone regions of the country, this
accessible and contemporary xeriscaping guide is full
of must-know information on popular gardening topics
like native and drought-tolerant plants (including
succulents), rainwater harvesting, greywater systems,
permeable paving, and more.

Koi For Dummies
A guide to enhancing the appearance of gardens
covers such garden features as walls, fences, paths,
steps, patios, ponds and fountains, ornaments,
furniture, and greenhouses, and includes advice on
materials and maintenance

All About Building Waterfalls, Ponds, and
Streams
An illustrated craft book which contains 20 projects
for creating fountains, in the home and garden, from
a variety of substances, including wood, stone and
ceramic materials.
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Water in the Garden
Offers advice on creating a water garden,
recommends suitable plants, and discusses safety
considerations, pumps, filtration, water quality, and
fish

Design and create water gardens, ponds, and
fountains. Over 490 color photographs and
illustrations.

Water Features for Small Gardens
The first section of this volume provides sources of
inspiration and looks at all the design aspects you
need to consider, from siting a pond to selecting the
most appropriate water feature for your garden.

Outdoor Water Features
Discusses the construction of ponds, streams, and
waterfalls from natural materials and preformed
liners, explores the necessary pumps and tubing, and
suggests appropriate plantings for a water garden

The Complete Guide
Water Gardening in Containers
Explains how to install and maintain water garden
features, discussing design considerations,
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equipment, materials, and techniques that ensure
professional-looking results.

The Pond Doctor
Whether you are looking to create a lush outdoor
paradise, complete with waterfalls and fish-filled
ponds, or you simply want a conservative balcony
fountain, this book can show you how to build your
own backyard escape no matter your budget.

Landscaping with Stone, 2nd Edition
Designing & building water features in your garden.

The Complete Guide to Building Backyard
Ponds, Fountains, and Waterfalls for
Homeowners
Landscaping with Stone, 2nd Edition, is a combination
landscape design and project book in one, whcih has
been updated with all new photographs. The first
section of the book provides readers with a
framework for incorporating stone in their landscape
designs, including a look at the different types of
stone used in landscapes, sources of inspiration, and
ways to think about stone in relation to other
landscape elements. The second part provides
readers with tips on working with stone, from
transporting to cutting and setting. There is also stepby-step instruction on some of the most popular stone
projects, including patios, walls, and rock gardens.
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How to Garden - Instant Colour
Backyard Ponds For Beginners How To Build A
Beautiful Backyard Pond In Just 2 Days! A backyard
pond is a constant source of pleasure - and you can
build your own in just two days. This book talks you
through the entire process from first planning to the
final moments when you plant it up and stocks it with
fish (or choose not to).Here's what you'll learn, all laid
out in step-by-step instructions by a veteran pond
builder who knows what can go wrong - and how to
make sure it doesn't: The first planning stage. How to
work out: What kind of pond you want; Where in the
yard you should put it (and where you shouldn't);
What materials to use. Building your pond, from first
excavation to final decorative finishing and planting
What kind of plants to choose Do you want fish? If so,
what kind? Alternatives to the koi and goldfish that
everyone has.

The Water-Saving Garden
A plain-English guide to the world of herb gardening
Starting an herb garden isn't free, but it certainly
outweighs the growing costs of buying retail herbs.
Plus, adding homegrown ingredients to your meals is
a healthy and tasty way to improve upon any dish you
whip up at home. This friendly, hands-on guide is an
excellent introduction to the world of herb gardening.
It gives you tips and advice to grow a thriving herb
garden that will add depth and flavor to home-cooked
meals-as well as boost your health. How to choose,
plant, and care for herbs Covers ready-made versus
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homemade soil mixes, starting plants from seeds, and
other fundamentals How to prevent insects, pests,
and diseases from invading your containers Over 30
herb recipes for everyday uses, including rubs,
marinades, beauty products, and more Whether
you're interested in getting step-by-step instructions
for starting on your first herb garden or already have
one and want to learn new tips and techniques, Herb
Gardening For Dummies, 2nd Edition has you
covered!

The Complete Pond Builder
Known throughout the world for its beauty and
personality, koi is one of the most carefully bred fish
species around. Raising koi is especially timeconsuming and requires more than just sprinkling
little flakes in the fish bowl. But thankfully, you don’t
have to be an expert to maintain your own koi pond.
Koi For Dummies shows you how easy and fun it can
be to own and care for these delicate fish. Whether
building a pond or aquarium for the indoors or
outdoors, this easy-to-understand guide explores all
of your options. Clear, concise advice helps you:
Appreciate your koi’s beauty Build, design, and
maintain your koi pond or aquarium Find and select
koi and the proper supplies Keep your koi happy and
healthy Treat your koi for parasites, bacterial
infections, and viruses Breed and care for baby koi
Show off your koi to other koi enthusiasts

Guide to Garden Ponds for Beginners
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Simple Fountains for Indoors & Outdoors
Provides information on pond ecosystems and their
functions, covering such topics as topographic and
soil requirements, wildlife management, fish species,
algae and plant control, and design and construction
techniques.

Building Natural Ponds
Before starting your water feature, learn from these
detailed case studies that depict actual gardens
progressing from planning to planting, using only
modest building skills.

The Simple Guide to Garden Ponds
Ponds are vital oases for nature. They are nursery
grounds, feeding stops and bathing spots. They are
genetic superhighways and vibrant ecosystems each
brimming with life, interactions and potential. And
they are for everyone. In The Wildlife Pond Book, Jules
Howard offers a fresh perspective on ponds and
encourages gardeners to reach for a garden spade
and do something positive to benefit our shared
neighbourhood nature. As well as offering practical
tips and advice on designing, planting up and
maintaining your pond, Jules encourages readers to
explore the wildlife that colonises it with a torch, a
microscope or a good old-fashioned pond-dipping net.
With a foreword by award-winning wildlife-gardening
author, Kate Bradbury, this helpful new guide includes
a section outlining the hundreds of organisms that
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may turn up in your pond and is packed with creative
ideas that have been tried and tested by author Jules
Howard, an avid pond-builder, prolific pond-dipper
and passionate voice for freshwater conservation for
more than fifteen years. So, no matter how big your
outdoor space is, The Wildlife Pond Book is the guide
you need to create your very own haven for nature.

Water Garden Idea Book
A backyard water feature is a feast for your senses! It
surrounds you with sights, sounds, colors, and a
constant source of movement that will never fail to
inspire you. Both soothing and invigorating, water
features come in every size, from simple bubblers for
patio-sized gardens to more elaborate streams and
waterfalls. You can create a water garden without
spending a fourtune or all summer doing it and
maintain it yourself. Water gardens offer but with no
weeding, no mulching, no pruning and no watering. It
sure beats mowing! Backyard water gardens answers
your questions about designing, building, maintaining,
planting, and even stocking fish. This is the place to
get your feet wet on the road to successful water
gardening. Inside you'll find plenty of how-to and stepby-step photos plus tips for: avoiding common
mistakes, properly sitting and sizing your water
feature (how big is too big?), keeping up on yearround maintenance, choosing the right equipment
and selecting plants and fish -- P. [4] of cover.

Creating Garden Ponds and Water
Features
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An attractive, low-maintenance water feature makes
any yard more inviting. In this collection of DIY ponds,
fountains and waterfalls, there's something for
everyone. Check out these beautiful projects in this
book, along with the complete how-to instructions,
and select the one that's going in your yard. In this
book, you'll discover: - Peaceful Pond and Deck - OneDay Mini Pond and Fountain - Low-Maintenance
Backyard Pond And more!!!

Garden Ponds, Fountains & Waterfalls
for Your Home
Garden Ponds, Fountains & Waterfalls for Your Home
provides essential information on designing and
installing all types of home water gardens, from
naturalistic to formal, plus fountains, waterfalls,
streams, and bog gardens. Readers will learn how to
construct each of these structures, as well as how to
design bridges and stepping-stones.

Complete Guide to Water Gardens, Ponds
& Fountains
If you have always aspired to build a backyard pond
but don't know where to start, you are on the right
place. Installing a pond around your home gives the
place a great appeal and spruces up the general
ambience of your home. Imagine about the gurgling
waterfalls within your backyard? Think of the thrill
that is brought behind when you have three white
water ducks around your backyard water garden?
Well, ponds are generally interesting, not only for the
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home owner but also for the guests. "Ponds for
Dummies: The Ultimate Guide to Building and
Maintaining a Good-Looking Backyard Pond," will
provide you with the most important details on how to
build your backyard pond and install the waterfalls
and any other utilities of your desire. In this guide,
you will also learn how to take good care for the pond
and your aquatic plants or animals. I understand that
you are looking forward to installing an elegant
backyard pond while at the same time trying to use
the most inexpensive tools, materials, and labor
during the exercise. Don't worry about the tools and
materials, since they are readily available within your
home and local hardware. The guide has been written
in a simple language that is easy to understand and
apply in the real life situation. Whether you have
seem a backyard pond before or you have come
across the name and images today, this guide will
offer you with iterative procedures on how to:- Build
your backyards pond;- Install the waterfall and water
garden;- Make some meandering water streams and
reservoirs; - Stock the aquatic plants and animals;
and - Maintain it around the seasons! I hope you will
enjoy reading the book and find the information
herein resourceful when establishing your first
backyard pond and waterfall!

Ponds for Dummies
This work contains 20 innovative water features that
combine exciting designs and unusual materials to
create a varied range of projects for every type of
garden.
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The Complete Practical Fishpond Book
A guide to water gardening by using containers.
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